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Meet The #WienerFam
Wienerschnitzel celebrates friends and family alike as part of its
Wiener Family. The members of the WienerFam represent some of the
unique hot dogs found in different cities around the country. Join them
on a family trip across the U.S. as they celebrate all that it means to
love your #WienerFam.
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Overview

Hot dogs have been a nostalgic
staple for generations,1 but
lately their benefits have been
overshadowed by misconceptions.
We were tasked by the world’s
largest hot dog chain2 to elevate
the image of the hot dog and
increase primary demand. We are
taking back the narrative on hot
dogs by diving into the country’s
diverse varieties, because who
doesn’t love an underdog?

Primary Objective

Elevate the image of the hot dog
to increase primary demand from
January to December of 2020.

Misunderstood
Overview & Objective 02

upon
a Hot Dog...
Strengths:
Convenience
Low cost

Social food

Seen as a
basic food

Growing
current
misconceptions

Weaknesses:

Opportunities:

Breaking into
the gourmet
food market

High in Sodium
& Cholesterol

Not only a
summer food

Regional
hot dogs

Meet The New York Dog.
An easy classic featuring piping-hot
steamed onions and deli-style yellow
mustard. Proof that a hot dog doesn’t
need a million toppings to be as iconic as
the city it comes from.
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Threats:
Other concession
stand foods

Embarrassment
of eating one
in public

Not typically
organic

get wild
Over 200 personal interviews
showed that hot dogs are
more than just a snack.
Despite the fun-loving name,
Wienerschnitzel is very serious about its
position in the industry. As the largest hot
dog fast food chain in the world,3 it is the
dominant name associated with the wiener
in the southwestern states. Because of
this brand dominance, Wienerschnitzel
will benefit from raising the product
positioning of hot dogs as a whole.

“My perfect hot
dog would be
eaten in a lawn
chair, music
playing, outside
with my friends.”
Tony (22), Facilitator

Hot dogs carry a misconceived
perception of being cheap, unhealthy,
and a kid’s food.2 Through our campaign,
we will transform this perception by
showcasing that hot dogs are unique,
gourmet, and a top of mind choice.
Brand Positioning 04

Research,
hot off the

We created a dynamic Qualtrics survey based on our foundational
research that allowed us to hear from over 1,000 respondents on their
feelings and attitudes towards hot dogs as well as their purchase behavior.
After analyzing the data, it became apparent that people are familiar
with hot dogs but, because of conflicting information, most don’t see
them as a viable option for meals. We want to transform the current
level of awareness in our target audience to increase primary demand.
By educating and showing consumers that hot dogs are not only
convenient but also create a unique social experience, we invite them to
explore how hot dogs are Wildly Loved.

34 201
1061 9
942 332
in store
interviews

one on one
interviews

survey
responses

hours of
research
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62%

37%

eat hot dogs

said the main reason
they don’t eat hot dogs
is because they perceive
them as being an
unhealthy food option

30%
claimed taste is the best
part about a hot dog

34%
named ingredients as being
the most important factor in
their purchase decision

50%
said they would definitely or
probably buy hot dogs after
viewing one of our ads

focus
groups

Meet the Philly Dog.
different
secondary
sources

A one-of-a-kind creation from The City
of Brotherly Love: a bun stuffed with an
all-beef hot dog and a fish cake, often
topped with sweet vinegar slaw and
spicy mustard and is as unique as The
City of Brotherly Love itself.

85%
said their perception is
affected by what they
think they know about
hot dogs

Market Areas
While the campaign targets the entire US, the
highlighted states have opportune market potential.

Map Key
State contains a DMA

State contains a DMA
and WS Locations

State has WS Locations

From their culturally diverse roots to their bold topping
choices, hot dogs have always had an impact on
local food culture across the United States.1 Our list of
DMAs was crafted through a combination of targeting
Wienerschnitzel’s current and prospective markets,5
highly concentrated areas of the target audience, and
cities with the highest hot dog consumption rates.6

Target
Audience
Rather than separating
based on looks, we unify
by what’s on the inside.

Loves their spouse and children
Enjoys discovering new restaurants
Looks for fresh, local, healthy foods
Self-proclaimed “foodie”
Stylish fashion sense
Splurges on a budget

Outgoing and extroverted
Stays local to be close to family
Loves any reason to host friends
Downtime spent with loved ones
Large social media following
Very close with their primos (cousins)4

Grill aficionado
Enjoys trying popular restaurants
Happily married empty nester
Loves meeting with friends over meals
Desires to maintain deep relationships
Content but seek new experiences
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To be Wildly Loved is to be enjoyed
and pursued with an unconventionally
intense passion.
No matter which way you cook it, hot dogs and the culture
surrounding them is nothing short of wild. From the Chicago
Dog to the Fenway Frank, hot dogs are a reflection of the
communities that create and consume them.
Whether you love hot dogs or are unsure about them, there
is no doubt that they inspire passion in consumers. But, to be
frank, consumers from the food-motivated Trendmakers to
the family-centric Connectors are missing out on all that hot
dogs can be.
So let’s squash the misconceptions and invite them to join the
party of those already Wildly Loving hot dogs.
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The
Strategy
The Wildly Loved strategy aims to invite consumers to engage with the hot dog
community and culture, first by bringing communities together through sharing
their local wieners, then by combating misconceptions through education.

Community
No other food brings people together like the hot dog. From its diverse
origin story1 to its infinite topping variations, the hot dog has always
been a community effort. The “correct way” to make a hot dog is fiercely
defended depending on where you’re from and is a classic example of
how people wildly love hot dogs.

Education
In an age of savvy consumers, misconceptions run wild as lies and
slander take their toll on the hot dog. We are instilling pride in every bite
of finely crafted USDA approved perfection in a bun. People will wildly
love hot dogs for years to come.

Experience
Hot dogs are inseparable from the stories surrounding them. Whether
chowing down on one when your favorite player comes up to bat or
grilling with buddies during the dog days of summer, hot dogs create a
lasting experience budding from our childhood memories into adulthood.

Meet the Chicago Dog.

Just like the Windy City itself, this dog
has a little bit of everything. Catch
them around The Bean smothered in
mustard, dark green relish, chopped
raw onion, a pickle spear, sport
peppers, tomato slices, and a dash of
celery salt, all piled high on a poppy
seed bun. No matter what you do,
DON’T order ketchup on it.

“When companies begin to focus on
building communities–getting closer to
an existing one or helping one to start–
it makes a powerful impact that forges
emotional bonds.” 51

“The story was quite simple: Only the
best cuts of meat from the best parts
of the cow... A simple message that
was brought to life in an effort to drive
business and completely reshape both
brand and category perceptions.” 52

“Creating an experience for the
consumers engages all five senses,
strengthening brand awareness,
memory, loyalty, and sharing potential.” 50
Strategy 08

A Wienerschnitzel
Baseball Stadium
Takeover
Baseball and hot dogs: an iconic American
tradition. We are teaming up with the city
of Lancaster, CA to become the newest
naming sponsor of The Hangar — home of
the Lancaster JetHawks.

“I remember eating hot dogs with
my dad at my first baseball game.”
Steve (46), Connector

09 Stadium Sponsorship

The deal includes new signage both inside
and out of the stadium, as well as an
updated wordmark for the park. This allows
for increased brand awareness in one of our
core DMAs for the 7-10 years of the contract
length.38
Sponsoring the stadium will bring the
Wienerschnitzel brand to more people and
capitalize on a timeless American pastime.

Stadium Branding
Opportunities Include:

What do you associate
with hot dogs?
Without prompting, 40% of our survey
respondents associated hot dogs with
baseball, which is why this tactic hits a
home run all day long.

1.

An exclusive serving of Wienerschnitzel
products at concessions stands

3.

Wacky hot dog-themed jersey night
branded by Wienerschnitzel

2.

The Delicious One as a co-mascot with
JetHawks’ current mascot, KaBoom

4.

Wienerschnitzel Hot Dog Race with TDO and
KaBoom, where certain sections win special
Wienerschnitzel deals

5.

Wienerschnitzel branded tickets that include
coupons on the back of the ticket stub
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Meet the Detroit Coney Dog.
A Motor City classic, containing a meaty “coney
sauce” topped with savory onions and mustard.
Join Motown natives in the never-ending
debate over whether American or Lafayette
Coney Island makes the best dogs. No matter
which coney island you choose, nothing is
more quintessentially Detroit than a handful of
overflowing coneys.
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“My perfect hot dog?
One with all the fixings,
enjoyed on a hot summer
day with my loved ones.”
Laura (53), Connector

Includes:
Family Fun - Hot dog themed carnival rides, arcade games,
hot dog eating contest, and wiener jousting.

Festival
As the pinnacle of the campaign, this tactic combines each core element
of our strategy: community, experience, and education. Wienerschnitzel’s
Grillville will be a celebration of all things hot dogs. The festival will travel
around the country during the summer months. The nomadic nature of the
festival will engage our core DMAs that correlate with a known regional
hot dog like the Denver Rockie Dog or the Detroit Coney.7 People already
associate hot dogs with experience, so let’s give them one they’ll never forget!
11 Grillville Festival

Hot Dog Dash 5k - A zany way to get the family active and
involved.
Live Music - Music from far and wide, as well as local acts,
will be featured to give everyone something to party to.
Mythbusting Museum - An informational, myth-debunking,
Instagrammable experience!
Merchandise - Tons of chances to win one-of-a-kind shirts,
hats, and even glamping trips.

Mythbusting
Museum
As we know, misconceptions about
the hot dog run rampant.2 In order
to address some of these myths, we
created a hot dog museum which
draws attention to the history of the
hot dog, its versatility, and accurate
facts about how they are made. The
museum will be fun, educational, and
interactive by sharing facts such as the
hot dog’s use at a royal dinner8 or its
appearance on the Apollo 13 mission.9
The museum will serve as a platform
for Instagram photo opportunities
and will be aesthetically pleasing to
encourage photo taking and sharing
on social media.

Hot Dog Dash 5k
The festival will begin with a family-style fun-run 5k in the morning. Wacky
ways to participate will be encouraged, such as wearing a hot dog costume
during the run. The race will be promoting a fitness activity, gathering
friends and family together for healthy competition, and provide numerous
shareable social media opportunities.

Merchandise
The festival will feature limited-edition, trendy
hot dog tees and other merchandise that
will be available for purchase. Additionally,
by participating in the race and completing
our museum passport through the app,
attendees are qualified to get a free t-shirt.
Having limited edition merchandise creates
loyalty to a region’s hot dog while also
engaging people with the app, leading to
more exposure for Wienerschnitzel.

Hot Dog Inflatables
In a unique attempt to create excitement
around the country about the festival,
giant inflatable hot dogs will be placed in
highly populated areas around the cities
one week before the festival is set to visit a
specific city. This fun photo opportunity will
generate social buzz about the festival.
Festival Details 12

Social

Giveaways

Social media will be used to consistently
update fans and create excitement for
where the festival will be headed next.
We will invite people to join TDO at the
festival using a combination of Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebook to create a buzz around an event like
none other. #WildlyLoved

Glamping. Roasting wieners around the
fire with your friends is a signature summer
activity. We’re giving away 20 glamping trips
(one per festival) to provide our audience
the chance to experience a week enjoying
the wonders of the great outdoors.29
Baseball Suites. No food goes more
hand-in-hand with baseball than the hot
dog; the two combine to make a uniquely
American experience. There will be 200
lucky winners overall, with ten winners per
festival. Each winner will be given a suite at
their local baseball team’s stadium.30

Festival
Tour Stops
1
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Los Angeles, CA
Las Vegas, NV
Phoenix, AZ
Austin, TX
Oklahoma City, OK
Little Rock, AR
Atlanta, GA
Tampa, FL
Philadelphia, PA
New York City, NY

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Boston, MA
Detroit, MI
Chicago, IL
Minneapolis, MN
Kansas City, MO
Denver, CO
Boise, ID
Seattle, WA
Portland, OR
Sacramento, CA

Outdoor

Radio & Spotify

Billboard and bus ads will inspire local pride
by featuring the #WienerFam version of the
local dog. The quirky billboards feature the
local dog “stapled” to the billboard, promoting
Grillville and tying into our strategy. Hot dogs
are wacky and quirky; what better way to
showcase that than by having a local food icon
stapled to a billboard?

Radio and Spotify provide two great
benefits to Grillville: it allows us to reach a key
portion of our audience through a medium that is
important to them while also allowing us to debut
our catchy brand sound to the general public. The
funky call to action will both inform and entertain our
audience, making them aware of the festival, driving
incentive to visit the once in a lifetime event.

Wienerschnitzel
Mobile App with
Augmented Reality
This app is an integral tactic of the festival which will
tie in all aspects of the tour. Included inside the app
are festival maps, tour dates, interactive augmented
reality functions, and the Wiener Passport. Using
Augmented Reality, the app will utilize a smartphone
camera to capture objects and overlay educational
and interactive elements throughout the festival to
battle misconceptions.

Hot Dog Passport
The app will have a “passport” where users can
track different hot dogs they’ve eaten, rate them,
and share the results with friends for a reward.
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Me
Media Placement. Videos will be placed on cable
television, Hulu, and YouTube Pre-roll. They’ll also
be posted organically to all Wienerschnitzel social
media channels.
1. Wild Dog Video. Hot dogs are a food that brings
people together, and the way we top them reflects
the passion of the communities they connect.
For many, memories of roasting hot dogs over a
campfire is an experience that brings back the rush
of outdoor fun. We encapsulate this feeling in a
commercial spot showcasing that it doesn’t matter
who or what you are, you are always welcome in the
Wildly Loved hot dog community.
2. National Dog Video. Since Wienerschnitzel’s
conception, their name has reflected a fun and
quirky nature. We translated this sentiment into
a short video spot catered for social media and
streaming platforms. The video encourages the
watcher to explore the Wildly Loved community
and join by attending Grillville.

Brand Sound
We captured the fun-loving personality of the
hot dog in a short tune that will be attached
to all video and audio advertisements.10 The
sound includes five notes to emulate the
points of the “W” in the Wienerschnitzel logo
and is reminiscent of a baseball tune.
15 Video Tactics

1.

“Hot dogs bring
people together”
Biometric Testing Participant

Biometric Testing

2.

We used biometric testing (facial
expression, eye tracking, and galvanic skin
response) on 24 participants to measure
our commercial’s effectiveness. We saw
an increase in engagement, smiles, and
positivity with the storyline and also when
the Wienerschnitzel logo appeared. 54
percent of participants reported wanting
to roast hot dogs with their friends and
50 percent said they would definitely or
probably purchase hot dogs after watching
the advertisement.

Meal Kit Video. In this
parody style video, we
feature a Trendmaker who
takes his crafting abilities a
bit too seriously, portraying
his Wild Love. This video
will promote a positive view
of hot dogs while providing
a call-to-action for them
to purchase their own
gourmet hot dog box.

BuzzFeed
Our target audience has shown a
desire to enjoy experiences as a
community, whether in-person or
online. Wienerschnitzel will partner
with BuzzFeed through sponsored
articles and quizzes showcasing
regional hot dog trivia and
debunking misconceptions. This
content will be both entertaining
and informative for our audience
which drives interaction and
encourages sharing.
Our research shows that BuzzFeed
quizzes have an incredible
interaction rate: 96 percent of those
who start their quizzes finish them
and up to 35 percent of users take
the same quiz more than once.
Combined with other content like
Tasty videos and traditional articles,
this platform fosters community
and education through sharing their
results on social media.

Shipped
&
Wienerschnitzel Meal Kits
and Influencers
After analyzing over a thousand surveys, we’ve seen the hot
dog is perceived as a basic food. However, through community
collaboration, hot dogs can be so much more than this.
We want to put these regional hot dog creations into the
hands of nonbelievers. Wienerschnitzel Meal Kits, will first
be introduced to micro and macro influencers and then to
the public, whether the famed Chicago dog or the beloved
Kansas City dog.
The Meal Kits will feature enough preportioned ingredients
to make gourmet hot dogs for the family. The kits will be
sent to macro YouTube influencers and micro Instagram
influencers. Each creator will receive a kit personalized for
where they live, giving them the opportunity to rally their
cities together over their love of wieners.

Pinterest
Creativity and individuality
are at the core of Pinterest’s
users. Wienerschnitzel will
speak to this audience by
promoting the uniqueness
and customizability
of gourmet hot dogs
through their site. This will
create lasting impressions
and further our goal of
showing that hot dogs are
Wildly Loved.
Meal Kits & BuzzFeed 16

The
Experience
For those who Wildly Love what they do,
Wienerschnitzel will help fund their aspirations.
For college students and entrepreneurs alike,
Wienerschnitzel will be providing scholarships and
grants to help them reach their dreams.

Wienerschnitzel
Collegiate
Scholarship
College students will have the
opportunity to share their story
about what they Wildly Love
through a five page essay.
Wienerschnitzel will award
ten passionate students with
$5,000 scholarships, for a total
of $50,000 spent on education.
Scholarship winners will be
announced on social media and
through press releases.
17 Scholarship & Grant

The Galardi Grant
Wienerschnitzel will help carry on the spirit of John
Galardi by helping entrepreneurs achieve their goals.
From his humble start as a janitor at Taco Tia, Galardi
forged his own path to success.3 Ten $10,000 grants
will be awarded to candidates who effectively pitch
their creative business endeavor that reflect the core
pillars of our campaign: community, experience,
and education, to equal a total of $100,000 spent on
budding entrepreneurs.
The application process will consist of:
• 8-12 page business plan
• 5 minute pitch video
• Wienerschnitzel website page Dropbox entry portal
• Social media/press release blast to announce
contest and winners

Social Media
Glamping
Giveaway
Hot dog lovers can take a
photo of their hot dog creation
and share with the world why
it should be #WildlyLoved!
By sharing their creations
on social media with the
hashtags #WSGlamping and
#WildlyLoved, participants
will be entered to win one
of five glamping (glamorous
camping) trips.

Heated Bus Stops
Throughout the coldest months
of the year, Wienerschnitzel will
bring the heat to 10 communities
by transforming local bus stops into
heated experiences. Bus stops will be
transformed with over-sized versions
of that community’s hot dog and heat
lamps inside to keep patrons warm
while they wait. Inside will be print
ads focused on educating consumers
about hot dogs and encouraging
individuals to Wildly Love.

27%

When do you
buy hot dogs?
27% of people said they buy hot
dogs in relation to summer, grills,
BBQs, or picnics. Since all of these
things are associated with beaches,
what better way to get hot dogs
to the masses than to bring them
to where they belong: the sandy
shores of the American coasts!

National Hot Dog
Day at the Beach
Wienerschnitzel will be taking over 10 local beaches
to provide a foodie experience for 70,000 people in
the season of sun.40 National Hot Dog Day presents
a day where families, couples, and friends can enjoy
the warm sun, company, and season without worry
of food costs or preparation. The day celebrates the
prized hot dog, with grills, buns, condiments, and
wieners all provided. The only thing you’ll need to
bring is the fun.
The Wienerschnitzel Beach Cookout is aimed at
bringing the community together and having fun in
the sun. This day, everyone will feel Wildly Loved.
Guerrilla 18
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COST:

IMPRESSIONS:

Billboards 11

$1,600,000

533,333,333

Radio 12

$3,400,416

1,133,472,000

Cable 13

$4,050,000

231,560,891

BuzzFeed14

$800,000

114,285,714

YouTube Pre-Roll15

$2,025,000

266,447,368

Hulu 16

$1,225,000

49,000,000

Spotify 17

$36,300

1,815,000

Facebook 18

$1,280,000

545,851,528

Instagram 19

$1,045,000

126,422,250

Twitter 20

$1,000,000

154,798,761

Pinterest 21

$420,000

70,000,000

App 22

$725,000

–

Grillville 23-36

$7,013,550

1,173,891,450

Ballpark Sponsor 37, 38

$105,000

322,999

Micro Influencers

$114,300

12,000,000

Macro Influencers

$300,000

15,000,000

Beach Grill Out39, 40

$63,000

700,000

Bus Stops41, 42

$42,000

242,967

Bus Ads43

$330,000

7,140,000

Grant 44, 45

$100,000

2,232,000

Scholarship 46

$50,000

11,400,000

Hot Dog Kit

–

–
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Totals: $24,999,566

4,442,776,261

Platform Metrics
Moving beyond our KPIs, the
platforms below allow us to further
monitor the audience’s interactions
with the tactics. Through tracking
of impressions, mentions, likes,
shares, and engagements we can
gain an in-depth understanding
of the campaign’s success on an
intimate level.

Our secondary and primary research, including careful
consumer listening, suggests that the Wildly Loved campaign
will increase positive perceptions of hot dogs. By categorizing
each tactic into the three main tenets of the campaign, we can
determine the overall shift in perception in each area and align
these efforts for success. Studies have shown that utilizing the
core pillars of education, community, and experience will lead
to high consumer engagement and top-of-mind awareness.50
We are confident that our strategy and campaign components
will elevate the image of the hot dog to increase primary
demand from January to December of 2020.
Education 24%

105,823,526 Impressions

Community 37%

163,938,444 Impressions

Experience 39%

173,712,552 Impressions

Total Cost
$24,999,566
Total Impressions
4,442,776,261

Key
Millward Brown47
Performance Measures “Meaningfully Different”
brand equity.
Indicators
Wienerschnitzel should
use a combination of
the following platforms
to track the increase
of positive perception
toward hot dogs.

“Meaningfully Different”
brands grow 6.9% per year
on average
Identifies power, premium,
and potential of the brand
Ability to link brand equity
to sales

GetSocial48
Maximizes engagement and
traffic on social media platforms.
Identifies trends and
determine influences
within industry
Manages conversions and
consumer traffic leads
Defines influencer impact
and dark social return on
investment

Salesforce
Social Studio49
Measure social media activity.
Useful for measuring
sentiment trends across
social platforms
Track hot dog consumers
across all social platforms
Track other brands and
topics in addition to
Wienerschnitzel
Evaluation 20

